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Useless back to host list link in multiple action
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Description
When editing multiple parameters for a set of hosts, if the hosts do not contain parameters, we display a link in the modal "back to host list". The cancel button does that already and is more intuitive.

How to reproduce
- click on several hosts without parameters on /hosts
- click on select action - edit parameters
- it should display a modal with two links to go back to the host page

Solution:
remove the link

Associated revisions
Revision 7dde8250 - 12/10/2014 05:43 AM - Daniel Lobato Garcia
Fixes #8620 - Remove useless back to host index link in multiple hosts action

History

#1 - 12/09/2014 05:01 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/2004 added
- Pull request deleted ()

#2 - 12/10/2014 05:44 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Legacy Backlogs Release (now unused) set to 28

#3 - 12/10/2014 06:01 AM - Daniel Lobato Garcia
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 7dde8250b997559c986c99d6ba996717e01a6038.